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Abstract

A time-reversal implementation of a transmit waveformpreconditioningscheme
for optimal clutter rejection in radar imaging is presented. Waveform precondi-
tioning involves determining a map on the space of transmit waveforms, and then
applying this map to the waveforms before transmission. Ourwork applies to
antenna arrays with an arbitrary number of transmit- and receive elements, and
makes no assumptions about the elements being co-located. By our time-reversal
implementation we avoid the need to obtain an explicit modelfor the environment
in order to compute the preconditioning operator.



1. Introduction

In radar applications, the scene (everything in the radar beam) is composed of
three classes: objects of interest, objects which are not ofinterest, and (known) back-
ground. Objects of interest are referred to astargets, while those objects which are
not of interest are referred to asclutter. In our current exposition, we seek to remove
scattering from clutter by modifying the waveforms that arebeing transmitted into the
scene. This is an important task, as scattering from cluttercan overpower scattering
from targets, rendering the targets difficult to detect or image.Waveform precondition-
ing has been introduced a series of papers by the authors as a way to modify transmit
waveforms for better performance in a clutter-rich environment [1–4]. Waveform pre-
conditioning involves determining a filter on the space of transmit waveforms. We
refer to this filter as apreconditioning operator; it is applied to the transmit wave-
form prior to transmission. Our primary application is radar imaging. It should be
clear, however, that our physics-based approach, where we formulate the problem in
terms of Green’s functions and second-order random fields, is applicable to pulse-echo
imaging in general,e.g., ultrasound imaging, sonar imaging and microwave imaging.

There are currently two main waveform design approaches in the radar literature:
ambiguity-based and variational-based. In the first approach, a range-Doppler echo
model is used with matched-filter processing. The waveformsare designed and com-
bined in order to create an approximate Dirac delta ambiguity function [5–13]. In the
second approach, the scene is assumed to be static, and therefore, range-only echo
models are considered. Similar to the first approach, matched filtering is used as a
foundation for joint design of waveforms and receive processing for target detection,
identification and classification [14–18]. For target detection, the waveforms are de-
signed by maximizing the signal-to-noise or signal-to-interference ratios [15–17]. A
mutual information criteria has also been used to design optimal waveforms for target
classification [15].

We derive clutter-rejecting waveforms for pulse-echo measurements from a sparse
array of transmitting and receiving elements. The array elements can be distributed
spatially in an arbitrary fashion, and can be several hundred wavelengths apart. Such
an array is referred to as adistributed aperture[19]. Distributed apertures typically
view regions of interest that are not in the far-field of the array. This introduces range-
dependence in the scattering measurements which cannot be ignored [20, 21]. By
using a physics-based measurement model we directly account not only for this range-
dependence but also for effects such as multi-path scattering and interference. We
incorporatea priori statistical information about the scatterers. Furthermore, we allow
for multiple transmitters and receivers to be activated simultaneously [22–25], and
make no additional assumptions about being able to separatethe waveforms from each
transmitter by orthogonality [22,26].

Our analysis leads to explicit expressions for the preconditioning operator involv-
ing the Green’s function for the background medium, as well as second-order statistics
for the target of interest and the clutter. It turns out, however, that the need for such
explicit information can be relaxed by application of the time-reversal principle. The



time-reversal principleis based on an invariance to changing the sign of the tem-
poral variable in the wave equation [27, 28]. It has been usedin many applications
which involve wave propagation,e.g., ultrasound imaging [28–31], underwater acous-
tics [32,33], radar imaging [34,35], and microwave imaging[36]. Typically, the time-
reversal principle is applied successfully to cases where we have a multiple-scattering
medium and where explicit modeling of the medium is difficultdue to its complexity
or due to random perturbations [31,37–39]. Here, we show howthe time-reversal prin-
ciple can be employed to obtain the preconditioning operator when explicit models for
the environment and/or the target and clutter distributions are not available.

From a communications point of view, the radar transmit signal which illuminates
the target may be considered as a means for establishing acommunications channel
between the target and the observer. In this language, the effect of a complex envi-
ronment is considered as part of this communications channel. The goal is to design
a filter which, when applied to the transmit signal, shapes the received signal in a de-
sired manner. Thus, there are obvious similarities betweenthe ideas presented here
for pulse-echo, and the existing literature onprecoding[40–42]. However, since our
primarily aim is to reconstruct the spatial distribution ofthe target, the spatial aspects
of the wave propagation are pronounced in our work.

2. Preliminary notation and modeling

2.1. Distributed aperture

We consider an antenna array consisting ofm transmitting elements, andn re-
ceiving elements. The placement of these elements can be chosen arbitrarily; the
location of each element may be assigned independently of where the other elements
are located. For simplicity, we assume each element to behave like an isotropic point
antenna; the radiation patterns from each element do not exhibit any directivity. The
latter assumption is not needed, but is made in order to keep the analysis more transpar-
ent. An important feature of the system under considerationis that we have a reference
clock which is common to all of the elements. This common reference clock facilitates
coherent data processing. An illustration of the distributed nature of an antenna with
two transmitting elements and ten receiving elements is shown in Fig. 1.

In order to exploit the spatial diversity inherent in the antenna, it is desirable to
allow for transmitting different waveforms from each element. Let sj(t) denote the
waveform which emanates from thejth element. The transmit waveforms are arranged
in a transmit vectors(t)

s(t) := [s1(t), . . . , sm(t)]
T

. (1)

Similarly, if the measured scattering at theith receive element is denoted bymi(t),
then the scattering which is collected by the distributed antenna may be arranged in a
measurement vectorm(t)

m(t) := [m1(t), . . . , mn(t)]
T

. (2)
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Figure 1. Distributed array with two transmitting elements(circles labeledTx1 and
Tx2), and ten receiving elements (small squares labeled fromRx1 to Rx10). The
elements are placed at equidistant points along an arc with radius10λ, whereλ is the
wavelength corresponding to the center frequency of the transmitters. The target is
indicated as a square with sides of 1.5λ, while the region of interest is5λ×5λ around
the target.

2.2. Scattering model

The ability to distinguish scattering objects depends on how much their electro-
magnetic properties deviate from a known background. We denote this deviation by
the reflectivity functionV (x). At an abstract level, we denote byH(V ) the operator
which maps the transmit vectors(t) to the measurement vectorm(t)

m(t) = H(V )s(t). (3)

H(V ) is called a scattering operator. An explicit relationship betweenV andH(V )
can be derived in terms of theGreen’s functiong(x, y, t) for the background medium.
The Green’s function is the response measured at positionx from an impulseδ(t) at
positiony. The geometric layout of the antenna elements naturally plays an important
role here. Let therefore thejth transmit element be located at positionzj , and the
ith receive element be located at positionxi. In the current analysis we use a linear
scattering model often known as thedistorted-wave Born approximation[43]. If we
define a(m × n) matrixG(y, t) with matrix elements

Gij(y, t) : =

∫

g(xi, y, τ ′)∂2
t g(y, zj , t − τ ′)dτ ′, (4)

then

H(V )s(t) :=

∫

G(y, t − τ)V (y)dy s(τ)dτ. (5)



Integration in Eq. (5) is understood to be element-wise. Fora derivation of Eq. 5, we
refer to the Appendix of [44].

2.3. Target and clutter

The above formalism allows us to utilize a physics-based model for the background
which in principle can have an arbitrary level of detail. It is not reasonable, however,
to expect that our background model will account for all details of the scene except for
the target. As outlined in the introduction, this suggests that the reflectivity function
should be divided into two parts

V (x) = T (x) + C(x). (6)

HereT (x) representstarget andC(x) representsclutter. Our definition of clutter
includes contributions due to a compromise between model fidelity and tractability:
deviations between the background and our model for the background. Our real inter-
est lies in recoveringT , while suppressingC.

In our development we assume thatT (x) andC(x) are realizations of second-
order random fields with known first- and second-order statistics. It should be clear
that the background may be defined in such a way that the first-order statistics of the
reflectivity functions are zero. Thus, without loss of generality, we will assume that
the processes have zero-mean and known auto-correlation functions

RT (y1, y2) = E
[

T (y1)T (y2)
]

(7)

RC(y1, y2) = E
[

C(y1)C(y2)
]

. (8)

Furthermore, we will assume that the fieldsT andC are statistically independent:

RV (y1, y2) = RT (y1, y2) + RC(y1, y2). (9)

In this work we choose to reject clutter in the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE)
sense: under mild assumptions about the transmit waveformsand the reflectivity func-
tions we can show thatH(V ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) operator [45, Ch. 6.2]. Our
goal is therefore to determine a linear operatorW which minimizes∆(W )

∆(W) := ||H(T + C)W −H(T )||2HS. (10)

We achieve clutter rejection by employing the transmit waveform Ws(t) instead of
s(t). Our approach is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3. The preconditioning operator

In this section we will derive an explicit expression forW which minimizes the
error ∆(W ) as defined in Eq. (10). In order for the analysis to hold, we make cer-
tain assumptions about the transmit waveforms and the scattering environment. These
assumptions are mild enough to be satisfied for any practicalapplication.
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Figure 2. Block diagram for the waveform preconditioning with the operatorW . Solid
arrows indicate the signal path from waveform, through preconditioning operator and
then transmitted into an environment with system responseH(T + C). Dashed lines
indicate the “ideal” signal path which is emulated by applying the preconditioning
operator.

First of all, we consider transmit waveforms which have finite length, and which
have sufficient decay as a function of frequency. Let the temporal Fourier transform
of s(t) be denoted bŷs(ω). Sufficient decay is guaranteed if we employ the following
weighted inner product on the space of transmit waveforms [44]

〈s1, s2〉 =

∫

(

1 + |ω|5+ρ
)

ŝH
2 (ω)ŝ1(ω)dω (11)

for someρ > 0. HereH denotes conjugate transpose of the vector quantities. Second,
it is convenient to assume that no echoes emerge from outsidea sufficiently large
region,i.e., that the reflectivity function has compact support. Finally, we assume that
the environment does not focus the propagating energy onto an arbitrarily small set;
no trapped rays exist.

Under the aforementioned assumptions about the waveforms and scattering envi-
ronment, we can show thatH(V ) is a HS operator.

Let {ek(t)} be a basis for the space of transmit vectors. The HS norm ofH(V )
can be computed as

||H(V )||2HS =
∑

k

∫

eH
k (t)H(V )∗H(V )ek(t)dt. (12)



Here∗ denotes the adjoint, andH denotes the conjugate transpose of a vector.

We now determine the operatorW which satisfies Eq. (10). If we require that

∆(W + δW) − ∆(W) = O(||δW||2HS) (13)

for all perturbationsδW , we find that the optimum is

W = [H(T + C)∗H(T + C)]−1H(T )∗H(T ). (14)

DefineG as the integral operator with (matrix) kernelG(y, t, τ) where the elements of
G are given in Eq. 4

Gf(y, t) :=

∫

G(y, t − τ)f(τ)dτ. (15)

DefineRT , andRC , as integral operators with (scalar) kernelsRT and RC from
Eqns. 7 and 8, respectively

RT f(y1) :=

∫

RT (y1, y2)f(y2)dy2 (16)

RCf(y1) :=

∫

RC(y1, y2)f(y2)dy2. (17)

The operatorW may be expressed as

W = (G∗[RT + RC ]G)
−1

G∗RTG. (18)

whereG∗ is the adjoint ofG.

The operatorW may be applied to any transmit vector to yield a new transmit
vector;W is a bounded linear operator on the space of transmit vectors.

4. Time-reversal preconditioning

Although Eq. 14 gives an explicit expression for the preconditioning operator,
computing the operator is difficult, as it requires a lot of information about the second-
order statistics of target and clutter, as well as a model forthe background medium. In
this section, we will outline an approach which allows us toestimatethe precondition-
ing operator from scattering measurements directly.

First, from Eq. (5) we see thatH(T + C) = H(T ) + H(C). We use this fact to
write

H(T ) = H(T + C) −H(C). (19)

Inserting Eq. (19) into Eq.(14) we arrive at

W = I − [H(T + C)∗H(T + C)]−1H(C)∗H(C) (20)

= I − [G∗(RT + RC)G]−1G∗RCG. (21)



The last equality follows from Eq. 18. The significant difference between Eq. (14)
and (20) is that in Eq. (20) we have replacedH(T )∗H(T ) by H(C)∗H(C). This
is important, asH(T ) corresponds to scattering from a target without the presence
of clutter, and is infeasible to measure. On the other hand,H(C) corresponds to
scattering from clutter. This can be observed at times when there is no target present.

Consider now the case where there is no target present, and let ck(x) be a partic-
ular clutter realization. By definition, the measured scattering we obtain ismk(t) =
H(ck)s(t). Furthermore, if we interchange the roles of transmitters and receivers, and
transmitmk(−t), this corresponds to employing the transpose of the matrix kernelG
in Eq. (5),i.e., , the measured response at the original transmitters will be

qk(t) =

∫

GT(y, t − τ)ck(y)dy mk(−τ)dτ. (22)

If we now insert Eqns. 5 into Eq. 22, and express the whole thing in the temporal
frequency domain, we get

q̂k(ω) =

∫

ĜT(y, ω)ck(y)dy m̂(ω) (23)

=

∫

ĜT(y, ω)ck(y)dy

∫

Ĝ(x, ω)ck(x)dxŝ(ω) (24)

=

∫

ĜH(y, ω)ck(y)ck(x)Ĝ(x, ω)dxdyŝ(ω). (25)

Let us now average this experiment over multiple realizations of the clutter to form

p(t) :=
1

N

N
∑

k=1

qk(−t). (26)

Then

p(t) =
1

N

N
∑

k=1

∫

ĜH(y, ω)ck(y)ck(x)Ĝ(x, ω)dxdyŝ(ω) (27)

≈

∫

ĜH(y, ω)E
[

ck(y)ck(x)
]

Ĝ(x, ω)dxdyŝ(ω) (28)

=

∫

ĜH(y, ω)RC(x, y)Ĝ(x, ω)dxdyŝ(ω). (29)

This is a frequency-domain expression forG∗RCGs(t). Therefore,p(t) will be an
approximation forG∗RCGs(t).



Under the assumption that there is no target present in the scene, the following
algorithm will allow us to obtainG∗RCG applied to a transmit vectors:

1. Transmit waveforms(t) and obtain measurementmk(t).

2. Interchange the role of transmitters and receivers

3. Transmit waveformmk(−t) and obtain measurementqk(t).

4. Repeat multiple times to obtain the estimate

p(t) =
1

N

N
∑

k=1

qk(−t) ≈ G∗RCGs(t)s(t)

The same procedure will allow us to determineH(T+C)∗H(s(t) from data containing
scattering from both target and clutter. We can thus estimate the required information
for computingW as defined in Eq. 21.

We can also get toH(C)∗H(C)s(t) by applying a zero-phase filter with frequency
response1/(1 + |ω|5+ρ). The advantage of seekingH(C)∗H(C)s(t) is that repeated
iteration will allow us to obtain eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this operator (we
have a self-adjoint, compact operator on the space of transmit waveforms).

5. Numerical simulation

In order to demonstrate the clutter-suppression obtained with our waveform pre-
conditioning operator, we have performed a set of numericalsimulations. In these
simulations we want to recover the targetT from scattering measurements made with
two transmitters and ten receivers. The transmitters and receivers were placed equally
spaced on an arc around the target. This simulation setup is illustrated in Fig. 1.

From the two transmitters we transmitted short chirp signals: Transmitter 1 emitted
a linear up-chirp, while Transmitter 2 emitted a linear down-chirp. All dimensions of
the experiment were normalized according to a unit length scaleλ.

As a target we chose a square with sides1.5λ × 1.5λ. From this target model
we constructed a target spectrum as if the target were a realization of a stationary
random field. A high-frequency version of the stationary stochastic target model was
then constructed and used to simulate different realizations of the surrounding clutter.
This construction is explained further in Yazıcıet al. [46]. The compact support of the
clutter was imposed by applying a spatial mask. For our purpose we used a region of
5λ×5λ around the target. Finally, the radius of the arc on which theantenna elements
were placed was set to 10λ.

The preconditioning operator was constructed according toEq. (14) from 50 esti-
mated eigenvalues and eigenvectors forH(C)∗H(C) andH(T + C)∗H(T + C) by
a Monte-Carlo approach. The spatial discretization for each scattering simulation was
15 samples per wavelengthλ.
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Figure 3. Target with clutter (left) and reconstruction of target from clutter-free scat-
tering (right)

The signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) in our simulations was set to −6 dB, when de-
fined according to

SCR = 10 log

(

∫

E
[

|T (x)|2
]

dx
∫

E[|C(x)|2]dx

)

. (30)

The performance of the preconditioning was evaluated by observing the square er-
ror in the reconstructed image when compared to the true reflectivity function. The
mean-square-error (MSE) was estimated by averaging over 10clutter realizations. We
computed the MSE according to

MSE(W) = 10 log

(

∫

E
[

|[H−1H(T + C)W ](x) − T (x)|2
]

dx
∫

E[|T (x)|2]dx

)

. (31)

We employed the imaging method proposed in [44] to form the images. This method
is well suited to work with waveform preconditioning, as it is capable of handing
scattering from multiple sources simultaneously, and is based on the same figure of
merit as our current preconditioning work; it forms the optimal image in a MSE sense.
The images were reconstructed on a grid with 10 samples per wavelength.

Figure 3 shows the target embedded in clutter, as well as a reconstructed image
based on scattering without clutter. The MSE is in this case was 3.5 dB.

Figure 4 show reconstruction results for scattering with clutter. Preconditioning of
the transmit waveform improves image quality from 8.9 dB to 4.3 dB when measured
using the MSE defined in Eq. (31).

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of one of the transmit waveform that were employed
in this experiment.
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tioned chirp waveform
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6. Discussion and concluding remarks

In this work we have separated the reflectivity function intotwo distinct classes:
targetandclutter. The clutter essentially produces unwanted scattering which in turn
degrades the final result of the reconstructed image. If scattering from clutter can be
removed from the measurement, the end result will be improved. Our precondition-
ing operator can be applied to any set of transmit vectors in order to optimally reject
scattering from clutter in the MMSE sense.

Our analysis is based on assumeda priori knowledge about the scene in the form
of the Green’s function, and about the target and clutter distribution in the form of
first and second-order statistics. We used the Green’s function to map second-order
statistics of the clutter and target to the space of transmitvectors and thereby construct
the preconditioning operator. Finally, we point out how thetime-reversal principle can
be applied to alleviate the need for explicit knowledge about the Green’s function and
the target/clutter distributions.

We address the problem of optimally modifying the transmit waveform when the
transmit power is limited. Obviously, after preconditioning the resulting waveform
may not have the same strength. However, this is trivially amended by proper normal-
ization of the preconditioned waveform. As a result, the transmit vector will contain
the same amount of power, but will minimize scattering from clutter. Hence, for a fixed
total transmit power, the SCR may be improved in the final image. Alternatively, for a
given signal-to-noise ratio in the final image the total transmit power can be reduced.
This is of interest in applications where it is desirable to keep the transmit power as
low as possible,e.g., to reduce transmitter vulnerability/detectability.

When we perform clutter rejection we identify a transmit-vector subspace where
the signal-to-clutter (SCR) ratio is high. The fact that thesignals which are employed
at each transmitter are transmitted simultaneously, and that they are not orthogonal
imply that there is a great deal of ambiguity in the data with respect to the correct
time-of-flight for a given echo. We therefore have limited ability to determine the
correct source-receiver pair for a given echo. As we are forming the images using a
our limited-angle tomographic approach, we do not rely on the ability to resolve the
source-receiver ambiguity [44].

The underlying propagation model which we have used for thiswork is derived
from a scalar wave equation. This is a commonly-used model for many radar applica-
tions where polarization effects may be ignored. In order toget explicit expressions
in terms of Green’s functions, a linearized scattering model was used, namely the
distorted-wave Born approximation (DWB). Note, however, that the operator norm
which we used to determined the preconditioning operator will make sense also with-
out the DWB. The time-reversal principle also holds in otherpulse-echo applications.
Our work therefore has applications also in other areas suchas ultrasound, sonar and
microwave imaging.
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